MIGHT MAKE MOVIE HERE

HOLLYWOOD — The Dave Clark Five, now in Los Angeles for their Long Beach performance, also have another reason for being in Los Angeles. Bob Eubanks disclosed today, Dave is to meet with representatives of Warner Brothers Pictures to discuss his next movie.

SINATRA PARTY

The meeting will take place at a private party, hosted by none other than Frank Sinatra. If all goes well, Dave will be back to this country in January to begin shooting his first full-length film for Warner Brothers. He will be the first English singer to star in a full-length movie shot in Hollywood. Although the people know him, Sinatra and some of his friends will also be at the Long Beach performance. It is reported that the D.C. 5 is very excited about meeting Sinatra and are anxious to be able to make their film in Hollywood.

SHOW SOLD OUT

The show in Long Beach has been sold out for months! Bob Eubanks signed the boys up as soon as plans were made for the American tour (doesn't he get all the groups first?). They loved this country when they were here last time, and this time they are traveling in their own private plane, containing a living room, bedroom, kitchen, and stereo tape recorder.

NEW RECORD

The latest sound from the group is called "Anyway You Want It" and it looks like the more exciting record since "Glad All Over." The driving beat and wild guitar has that groovy D.C. 5 sound that has made them the second most popular group in the world.

55 DAY TOUR

The group consists, beside Dave, of Lenny Davidson, Mike Smith, Rick Huxley, and Dennis Payton. They will be in this country for 55 days before returning to England for a rest.

WELCOME TO KRLA, DAVE CLARK FIVE

(Might in Col. 1)

KRLA Top Thirty

1. BABY LOVE — The Supremes
   2. I'M ON THE OUTSIDE (Looking In) — Little Anthony
   3. I'M INTO SOMETHING GOOD — Herman's Hermits
   4. EVERYTHING'S ALLRIGHT — The Newbeats
   5. SHE'S NOT THERE — The Zombies
   6. THE DOOR IS STILL OPEN — Dean Martin
   7. OPPORTUNITY — The Jewels
   8. MR. LONELY — Bobby Vinton
   9. THE JERK — The Beach Boys
   10. TOBACCO ROAD — The Nashville Teens
   11. LAST KISS — J. Frank Wilson
   12. MOUNTAIN OF LOVE — Johnny Rivers
   13. IF YOU WANT THIS LOVE — Sonny Knight
   14. HAVE I THE RIGHT? — The Honeycombs
   15. DANCING IN THE STREET — Martha & Vandellas
   16. GOOD NIGHT BABY — The Butterflies
   17. TIME IS ON MY SIDE — The Rolling Stones
   18. RINGO — Lorna Greene
   19. OH, PRETTY WOMAN — Roy Orbison
   20. BABY BABY ALL THE TIME — The Supremes
   21. LEADER OF THE PACK — The Shangri-Las
   22. IT HURTS TO BE IN LOVE — Gene Pitney
   23. YOU REALLY GOT ME — The Kinks
   24. BABY DON'T GO — Sonny & Cher
   25. THAT'S WHAT LOVE IS MADE OF — The Miracles
   26. I LIKE IT — Gerry & The Pacemakers
   27. RIDE THE WILD SURF — Jan & Dean
   28. I'M GONNA BE A MAN — Gene Pitney
   29. SIDEWALK SURFIN’ — Jan & Dean

Top Ten Albums

1. A Hard Days Night — Beatles
2. Something New — Beatles
3. More Of Roy Orbison's Greatest Hits — Roy Orbison
4. The Animals
5. All Summer Long — Beach Boys
6. Where Did Our Love Go — Supremes
7. The American Tour — Dave Clark Five
8. Bread And Butter — Newbeats

Top Ten Oldies

1. Sugar Shack — Jimmy Gilmer
2. Really Got A Hold On Me — Miracles
3. Tragedy — Thomas Wayne
4. Love Letters — Kenny Lester
5. Then He Kissed Me — Crystals
6. Happy Birthday Baby — Tune Weavers
7. This I Swear — Skyliners
8. Grass Is Greener — Brenda Lee
9. She's Not You — Elvis Presley
10. Candy Man — Roy Orbison

KRLA "Scoop" — BEATLE FIRST!

HOLLYWOOD — KRLA scored another scoop over everyone when they became the first station in the world to play The Beatles' new record of "I Feel Fine." KRLA listeners heard the record even before it was played in England!

The record was played twice by Dave (Schnui) Hull, who proved that he was far from scruffy as he narrated the psychedelic story in the world to get a copy of the (cont. on next page)
It's awful how KRLA keeps er... blowing its own born, but honestly, have you ever seen such groovy pictures? Yep, we scored again. (It's even getting tiring to say that without being conceited, we keep on scoring). And do you know why? Because of YOU, the greatest listeners in the world! Every English star who has ever been here has said that the KRLA kids (that's you) are great! So actually, it's YOUR fault we keep coming out first with the most! And here's just more proof of it... all the groovy scenes backstage at the big Rolling Stones Show, and even groovier scenes of the show itself for those of you who missed it. Next week, KRLA brings you the Dave Clark Five, and if you can't make the show... stick right here, same station, and we'll cover it for you in the KRLA BEAT! And one message from the Rolling Stones to ALL of YOU: You're a gas! And you know something? We at KRLA second the motion!

Don and the Deacons do one number to start the show off. They're really a great group! Although the boys are young, they have been around for quite a while... and they have many fans who know it.

Meanwhile, back in the dressing room... Bob Eubanks and Keith laugh at a joke Bill is telling... he's sitting next to Keith, but you can't see him. You can, though, see Brian's new white guitar.

Mick really wasn't sulking in this picture... he was just tired. The boys told Bob that they liked him because "you don't wear us out like everyone else does... you're good people." Which is a high compliment.

Next, it was Dick and DeeDee's turn. These two stole the show with their groovy act, and DeeDee looked so nice that even the Rolling Stones came to the side of the stage to watch! They were terrific!

At last, the moment everyone's been waiting for! The three KRLA d.j.'s walk on stage... they don't have to say a word... the audience knows... it's the ROLLING STONES! The screaming starts... louder and louder!

With Charlie Watts in the background, Brian and I is one of the most versatile of the Stones... he plays and can "feel around on the drums a little."
Eubanks spends a few minutes before the show with his new Cinnamon group, Dan and the Descans. The boys were really enjoying themselves at C.C. and they were the group that backed the show.

Oops! Looks like the scuzzy one's in trouble again! Actually, Bob wouldn't push our lovable Hullabaloofer out the window... at least not while Dave is wearing his tie! But then why is Bob yelling?

Smiles again... this time for real! Jimmy Clinton poses with handsome d.j.s... and it's hard to tell just which one's the worst look so good! (When Dave pulled his head back, he bumped it)

The 'O' announced the Scuzzy Hullabaloofer... then ran for his life! The screams were so loud that you couldn't even hear Dave's famous horn... he carried everywhere he goes. He loved the applause!

Finally, the Rolling Stones, stars of the show arrived. They were very tired, and left as soon as the show was over. Here Keith and Charlie Watts make their entrance... Charlie loves clothes and always dresses well.

The boys wouldn't let anyone in their dressing room except... ya know, Bill Wyman talks to Bob about hair... while Charlie looks well, what is that expression? What's Charlie thinking of?

But it was worth the pestle! Jimmy was great, and we all know he's the only one who REAL Southern accent (and Very Well, too!)

Dove, spending a few minutes with Jimmy, suddenly realizes that the Soul Brothers are nearly through, and Jimmy hasn't even begun to get ready! Painsville! He had to help Jimmy get ready!

Mick would! Of all the Stones, he has the most fun on stage. If you'll notice, the stage isn't so clean anymore! And to all of you stuffed animals... the boys kept them!
Smiles again... this time for real! Jimmy Clanton poses with KIKA's two handsome d.j.'s... and it's hard to tell just which one's the star, they all look so good! (When Dave pulled his head back, he bumped it!)

The boys wouldn't let anyone in their dressing room except... you knew who! Here, Bill Wyman talks to Bob about hair... while Charlie looks on with... well, what is that expression? What's Charlie thinking of?

But it was worth the panic! Jimmy was great, and we all knew he'll soon be heading the charts again! He's the only singer who REALLY sings in a Southern accent (and Very Well, too!)

Mick waits! Of all the Stones, he has the most fun on stage. By the way, if you'll notice, the stage isn't so clean anymore! And to all of you who throw stuffed animals... the boys kept them!

The Soul Brothers rip it up! Now everyone knows how they got their name! The lead singer reminded everyone of James Brown in looks, and when he opened his mouth... the resemblance was even more startling!

Bill, the quiet one, hardly moves at all when he's singing... but who was the girl he kept smiling at in the balcony? It was really a great show, and everyone had a good time... and next came the O.C. 51!

The Sports have a quick rehearsal before the show starts. These boys are truly great talents, and will go far. Like to England next year... or at least, that's what they hope to do!
Do you want your personal ad printed? Each week we'll print any messages you want to send through the KRLA BEAT! Just mail your message in on a card for PERSONALS, KRLA BEAT, 1401 South Oak Knoll Rd., Pasadena, California. Keep messages about three lines. You can say anything you want (almost) and it will be printed right here in the KRLA BEAT!

KRLA Scoop...

new release. (This is why other d.j.s go bald early ... from tearing out their hair in frustration because KRLA gets all the hits first!)

MORELAND TO NASHVILLE

HOLLYWOOD — If you’re wondering why Dick Moreland seems to be speaking with a hillbilly accent lately, the answer is simple! Dick spent part of his vacation at the annual country and western music convention in Nashville. The convention was a blast, says Dick. He was able to meet many of the great country singers and see them perform, and "since Nashville is so friendly, I felt just like I was at home," Dick added. Although he would like to return to the home of Elvis Presley, Brenda Lee, and the Nashville sound, Dick won’t be able to do so for a while. But he states that he had so much fun during the short time he was there that "I’ll go back someday... even if I have to walk!"

NEXT ISSUE OUT NOV. 25

D. J. FAN CLUBS READY

Hey, would you like to join a really swinging fan club for the d.j. you like best on KRLA? Or even better, how would you like to start a club all your very own, be a chapter president, get to know your favorite d.j., or do all kinds of fun fan club things? Well, you can! Yep, we’ve had so many requests for d.j. fan clubs that all kinds of fun are forming for you and you can even start your own!

Here’s a list of the ones already started: DAVE HULL: Write to Colleen Ludwig, 5251 Ivar, Temple City. Dues are $1.00 per year, and you get a monthly newsletter containing all the news about the sucy one, plus a membership card. GARY MACK: Write to Gary Mack fan club, KRLA, Pasadena, California. Dues are $5.00 per year, and you get a membership card and a picture of Gary. BOB RUSS: Write to Janet Wolfe, 7835 Beckett St., Sunland, Cali.

CONTEST CORNER!!!

It’s giveaway time again! And do we have something to give away this time! See, it all started a few weeks ago when WE started thinking. We thought, ‘hmmm, look at all the dates with stars we’ve been giving away! Really gassy dates, too... trips to Disneyland, hours back stage with the star of your choice, groovy dates with a d.j., all kinds of goodies.’ It made us feel pretty proud of ourselves, we can tell you that! But then we started thinking... during all these dates, none of the winners get a chance to sit down and have dinner. And YOU know how important it is never to miss dinner, don’t you? And you also know that it’s important to eat dinner in pleasant surroundings, don’t you? And what more pleasant surroundings could you ask for than Fabian? Sooo... just to show you how much we worry about you being healthy and never missing dinner and all that jazz, we wanted to make sure you were well fed, and... okay, we’ll stop chattering and get on with the contest, since you insist!

YOU CAN WIN A DINNER DATE WITH FABIAN!

Yes, you heard us right! You can actually win a fab date with this guy! And not only that, but you’ll have the most fabulous dinner of your life at one of Hollywood’s famous restaurants... just you and Fab! PLUS our KRLA photographer will be there to take pictures of every wonderful moment... and they’ll appear right here in the KRLA BEAT, so that you’ll never forget the most wonderful date of your life!

HERE’S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO:

What do you think KRLA stands for? Now don’t go getting all noble on us... we mean the letters KRLA. Does it stand for “Kool Radio, Los Angeles?” Or maybe “Kute Rita Loves Albert?” Well, don’t ask us! If we tell you, WE’LL win the contest! Start thinking of the answer and maybe you’ll be the winner!

HOW TO ENTER

1. Write down what you think the letters KRLA stand for, and enclose this with an entry blank to Contest Corner, KRLA, Pasadena, California.
2. YOU MUST ENCLOSE A PICTURE OF YOURSELF WITH YOUR ENTRY!
3. You can make any meaning from the four letters KRLA, but it must be an understandable sentence.
4. All entries must be postmarked by December 1st, 1964. Deadline is midnight, December 1st. Entries will be judged on originality and suitability (whatever that is). Judges will be KRLA and Fabian.

ENTRY BLANK

NAME: __________________________ AGE: ______________
ADDRESS: ______________________ SCHOOLS: ________________ GRADE: ______________
PHONE NUMBER: ______________________________